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BOOM HEADS, JIB HEADS

Boomhead:
Weight [kg]: 105
Dimensions [mm]: 610x1,250x435

Jibhead:
Weight [kg]: 16
Dimensions [mm]: 180x130x270

WINCH BOX

STABILIZERS

Double Stabilizer:
Weight [kg]: 950
Dimensions [mm]: 780x2,500x770

Stabilizer:
Weight [kg]: 270
Dimensions [mm]: 370x2,000x530

Outrigger:
Weight [kg]: 170
Dimensions [mm]: 210x2,400x980

Winch Box:
Weight [kg]: 220
Dimensions [mm]: 230x2,450x430

OUTRIGGERS

MISSION

SL Industries’ mission is to become a distinguished manufacturer and cost effective provider of outsourced 
fabricated and machined parts or completely assembled units for the capital equipment OEMs.
Our philosophy is to establish most beneficial partnership with our customers by inventory stocking, kitting, 
assembly and implementing modern technology, which in turn to enable them increase their efficiency and 
competitiveness in the marketplace.

 

ACHIEVEMENTS
  

SL Industries business model proved big success since company set up in 2004 and its revenue almost 
quadrupled by 2008. The company employs approximately 60 highly skilled engineers and workers who 
thanks to the flat corporate structure and the use of modern technology made the company very competitive 
in its European and US markets. 

MAIN CUSTOMERS
  

The company specializes in fabrications, machines parts and assemblies for the crane, aerial and forklift 
industrial equipment categories. It also provides engineering services to its customers including product 
design, system and process integration, tooling design etc. 
The company customer base includes OEMs from Europe and USA such as: Manitex Inc, (USA), Liftking 
(Canada), Schaeff Lift Trucks (USA), TCM Srl (Italy), CTE-Bizzocchi (Italy) and others.



LOCATIONS

Manufacturing  location
Situated conveniently in the city of Rousse, Bulgaria close to major Danube river and Black Sea ports as 
well as major European highways. Main production buildings have a total of 8000 sq m (76,000 sq ft) 
covered area built on lot size of approximately 20,000 sq m (5.0 acres).  

CONTACTS
    

SL Industries 
Free Trade Zone Rousse,
Rousse 7000, Bulgaria
Tel: +359-82-84 10 14 
e-mail: info@sl-industries.com 

Stocking Location in USA
Located in the vicinity of Chicago (USA) with convenient and cost effective transport links to all other major 
metropolitan areas in the US. 

Address: 
BGI USA, Inc.
7402W 100th Place
Bridgeview, IL 60455
Tel: (708) 237-2088
e-mail: info@bgiusaonline.com   

 

FRAMES

Crane Frame:
Weight [kg]: 4,700
Dimensions [mm]: 2,480x7,400x1,100

Chassis for forklift TM50:
Weight [kg]: 450
Dimensions [mm]: 3,800x2,300x850

TURRETS, PEDESTALS

Turret 50t Crane:
Weight [kg]: 950
Dimensions [mm]: 1,150x2,650x1,600

Pedestal 17t Crane:
Weight [kg]: 700
Dimensions [mm]: 1,700x890x1,400

PRODUCTS

Constant improvements in business management and quality standards combined with company’s 
equipment and facility assets and the expertise of engineers and employees allowed to establish long term 
contracts with key crane and lift truck manufacturers in the US and Europe.

BOOMS

Aerial Lift Boom :
Weight [kg]: 140
Dimensions [mm]: 4,700

Telescopic Boom:
Weight [kg]: 70-140
Dimensions [mm]: 4,700

COMMITMENT 
TO QUALITY



ONLINE ORDER TRACKING SYSTEM

http://orders.sl-industries.com

In constant pursuit to improve its customer support, SL Industries introduced its Online Order Tracking 
System, which allows paperless Purchase Order placing and tracking at any time. Authorized customers are 
able to check current production status, estimated ship date, invoicing details or modification options for 
their purchase orders.    

LASER CUTTING

TRUMPH TLF4030

4000 Watt laser
with Liftmaster load/unload
attachment

 Cutting thickness 0.5 – 20mm

Work-table 1500x3000mm

METAL BREAKING AND ROLLING

DURMA

CNC Break Press

Bending force  250t

Length  up to 5000 mm

The leading-edge laser cutting technology provides us with increased capabilities to handle customer jobs 
with unmatched precision and accuracy. The medium range Trumph 4000W laser produces extremely tight 
tolerances on any parts, materials or thicknesses.

SPEED, 
RELIABILITY



BLASTING AND PAINTING

Blasting and painting capabilities are designed to handle large parts and components. The facility has 
separate blast and paint units which are compliant with all environmental regulations 

The blast operation uses steel grit or sand bead to prepare carbon or alloy steel surfaces for paint application.
The paint booth is of cross draft type with heat curing oven attached to it which allows to apply enamels, high 
temperature or epoxies paints. 

KITTING AND ASSEMBLY

SL Industries business philosophy is to grow with its customers by tailoring or adding new services to meet 
clients objectives and needs. One of these added services is Kitting and Assembly. The company offers 
kitting and component (product) assembly if the service makes our customers more efficient by:

   - Making sure materials are available just-on-time for production

   - Maintain lowest possible customer inventory level;

   - Reduce overall production costs
 

ASSEMBLY FORKLIFT

CRANE TURRET AND PEDESTAL 
ASSEMBLY

PLASMA AND OXY-FUEL BURNING

TRUMPH Trumatic  TC300PWG

Punch/Plasma with BOSCH CNC Control
Tool set includes 130 various size punch 
tools

CNC PLASMA 
HYPERTHERM  POWERMAX 1650

with two (2) cutting torches for steel plate

 Cutting thickness  to 10mm (regular steel)

Work-table 1200 x 2100mm

CNC ZINZER

with two torches

 1.2 – 20mm

3000 x 12000 mm

 Cutting thickness 5 – 300mm

Work-table 2500 x 6000 mm

The CNC controlled plasma and oxy-fuel burning equipment programmed and operated by our skilled 
technicians offer the flexibility and fast turnarounds, which in turn provide  our customers with the high quality, 
speed and reduced cost they expect.

COMMITMENT TO QUALITY



HELLER
5-axis Universal Machine Center with 360 
degrees rotating head and 360 degrees 
indexing table (x=1800 y=800 z=800mm)

HMC-200
Horizontal Machine Center with CNC and 
360 degrees indexing table and 4 pallet 
stations

Part weight capacity up to 3000 kg

CNC MACHINING AND DRILLING

CINCINNATI MILACRON FALCON

Turning Center Model 400T with 
Acramatic 2100E CNC control
Capability:  L=800 x Ø 400.

rotating table

to 800kg

Specification 4 Rotating tables

MOTOMAN

Four (4) Robotic Welding Stations with 
Motoman YR-K6-C000 robots, Motoman 
EXCEL-Arc-6045CV and Motoman Troy 
Ohio 

WELDING

4 HEAD OGDEN GANTRY BOOM 
WELDING MACHINE

 Max. Section Height to 700mm

Work-table 1000x11 500mm

Team of highly skilled welders performs the process using Miller (USA) welding equipment.
The four (4) Motoman (USA) 6-axes welding robots YR-K6-C00 coupled with CNC welding positioners 
provide the welding quality and consistency that our demanding customers need.
Welding of crane booms, outriggers and stabilizers with tight tolerances for flatness and parallelism is 
performed on a specially designed 4-torch welding machine with central NC control unit.

MAXIMUM
PRECISION
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